FLACS EXAM OUTLINE
JUNE 2023 EXAM ADMINISTRATION

FLACS A DESCRIPTION

Part 1: Presentational/Interpersonal Speaking 30 points
   1 presentational task
   2 interpersonal tasks

Part 2: Interpretive Listening 20 points
   2-a 4 items – passages in target language, question in English
   2-b 2 items – passages in target language, question in target language
   2-c 2 passages, with 2 questions each, in English

Part 3: Interpretive Reading 30 points
   3-a 8 items - short readings or ads in target language, multiple choice items in English
   3-b 7 items - short readings or ads in target language, multiple choice items in target language

Part 4: Presentational/Interpretive Writing 20 points
   4-a Read to Write – students use two documents to develop and write about a given topic
      (50 word minimum)
   4-b Select one of two writing prompts (50 word minimum)

FLACS B DESCRIPTION

Part 1: Presentational/Interpersonal Speaking 30 points
   1 presentational task
   2 interpersonal tasks

Part 2: Interpretive Listening 20 points
   2-a 5 items – passages in target language, questions in English
   2-b 5 items – passages in target language, questions in target language

Part 3: Interpretive Reading 30 points
   3-a 6 items - short readings or ads in target language, multiple choice items in English
   3-b 4 items - short readings or ads in target language, multiple choice items in target language
   3-c 5 items - one passage in target language, 5 multiple choice items in English

Part 4: Presentational/Interpretive Writing 20 points
   4-a Read to Write – students use two documents to develop and write about a given topic
      (100 word minimum)
   4-b Select one of two writing prompts (100 word minimum)
FLACS ASL CHECKPOINT A DESCRIPTION

Part 1: Expressive Skills (Interpersonal & Presentational) – 30 pts

2 Interpersonal tasks
1 presentational task

Part 2: Receptive Skills (Interpretive) – 20 points

2-a — 6 signed stories with 1 signed question each
2-b — 4 signed stories with 1 written question each

Part 3: Comprehension (Interpretive) – 30 points

Multiple Choice Video Comprehension Questions related to culture, history, syntax/structure or NYS themes and topics appropriate for Checkpoint A (15 questions total)

Part 4: Expressive Skills (Presentational) – 20 points

Two See-to-Sign Items — Students use a video and document/mixed media to develop and record a signed response about a given topic – 10 pts each